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PepsiCo Mountain Dew Insights & Innovation Teams 

 
 
In January 2021, Mountain Dew launched Major Melon - Its first new permanent 
flavor in 10 years.  
 
The wildly successful launch – responsible for fueling significant growth for 
PepsiCo’s beverage portfolio and across the broader carbonated soft drink (CSD) 
category – is the result of both cross-functional collaboration, and PepsiCo’s 
powerful innovation framework and proprietary tools.   
 
Prior to embarking on this innovation process, the Insights and Innovation teams’ 
brief was simple: Develop a flavor extension for the CSD drinkers outside “Dew 
Nation” – as the brand’s loyal consumers are known today – by setting out to better 
understand the specific preferences of underrepresented cohorts.  
 
By innovating in and around these cohorts’ nuanced attitudes, values, challenges 
and desires, the team sought to develop truly incremental sub-lines to grow the 
Dew brand.  
 
LEVERAGING INSIGHTS WITH PEPSICO’S IN-HOUSE CAPABILITIES  
 
Grounded in PepsiCo’s proprietary, always-on listening tool, the team was able to 
bring innovation closer to consumers than ever before. Known as the Attribute 
Engine, the in-house tool served as the first step in the discovery process, bringing 
confidence, clarity and focus to the entire innovation framework and uniquely 
positioning the Dew teams to respond in real-time with a breakthrough product.  
 
By curating online data sets through machine learning, the tool reveals signals and 
identifies trending flavors and ingredients that are relevant to what consumers 
want/need today, while also uncovering emerging trends that offer a clear, 
competitive advantage.  
 
Focused on meeting the specific needs of Hispanic and Black consumers in the 
flavored CSD category, the Attribute Engine revealed a few key insights about this 
cohort:  
• Growing interest in beverage flavors that offer “elevated indulgence”   
• Desire for a “break in the monotony” with a fruit flavor not traditionally found 

in soda  



 
 
 
 
 

• Watermelon as a trending flavor, among other summer flavors  
• The importance of vibrant color and feelings of nostalgia  
 
Guided by this insight that the target cohort wanted a sweet, bold CSD flavor that 
brought them back to the “fun days of summers past,” the team was equipped to 
dive deep into additional research methodologies, in-house tools and design work 
that brought the new product to life:  
 
• Consumer Discovery Sessions – Conducted 1:1 interviews with recruitment 

targets in The Green Room – the Dew and Flavored CSD Drinker community 
– to better understand how their flavor and beverage preferences fit their 
lifestyle, needs and reflect their values 

• Territory and Stim Creation – Using inputs from the Attribute Engine and the 
discovery sessions, the team created innovation territories and began white 
board stimulus 

• Consumer Co-Creation – Invited select cohorts to co-create beverage ideas 
for each of the territories  

• Early Concept Testing – Narrowed down concepts with an early concept test 
via PepsiCo’s proprietary in-house testing capability, Ada 

• BASES Testing and Sizing – Iterated on select concepts, understanding 
need/desire, value, Purchase Intent, and volumetrics  

• Packaging Design – Tested and optimized package design that remains 
rooted in Dew’s iconic ‘shards and rails,’ but also addressed specific 
aesthetics uncovered in the discovery work, including color vibrancy, 
nostalgia and fun 

 
DRIVING GROWTH ACROSS DEW & BEYOND  
 
As the team moved through its testing process, Watermelon continually rose to the 
top among Black and Hispanic consumers. It was refreshing, bold and familiar to 
create mainstream momentum, yet when combined with a soda, the surprising and 
vibrant flavor captured new attention. When paired with an emboldened Dew 
design and Major Melon character, the team’s BASES scores soared: Major Melon 
scored in the highest category as a predicted Mass Market contender, performing 
exceptionally well with multicultural consumers. 
 
Relying on PepsiCo’s proprietary framework to drive innovation that’s grounded in 
core human truths proved to be successful for the brand:  
 
• The team successfully expanded the unique fan base that is Dew Nation, 

driving 11% of new Dew drinkers to the brand via Major Melon.   
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
• Among those who purchased Major Melon in 2021, 40% repeated purchase 

at least 3 times, higher than any other CSD innovation.  
• Dew Flavored Buyers more than doubled from 2018 (HH Pen from 7.1 to 

14.6%), bringing in new Millennial (169 index to CSDs), Black (146 Index to 
CSDs) and Hispanic (125 Index to CSDs) consumers (Source: IRI Panel 
through 12.26.21) 

• Major Melon also drove the buy rate among Dew’s core cohort, growing 
11.4% vs. 2020, and frequency increasing by 2.8% vs. 2020.  

• Finally, Major Melon drove increased consideration and affinity for the full 
portfolio among Millennial flavored CSD buyers, with consideration up +4 pts 
vs. 2020 and affinity up +14 pts vs. YA (Kantar PepsiCo Brand Mindshare 
Study, 2021)  

 
Major Melon also made waves across the broader beverage industry. As the No. 1 
selling CSD innovation in 2021 and third-fastest growing CSD beverage out of 800+ 
line extensions, the new flavor contributed to 9% of CSD category growth in 2021 
(3% incremental to the overall category). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PepsiCo’s winning nomination was entered by Nell Warnock of Golin.  


